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The South American country I will focus on is: __________________________

Describe the location of this country: National flag: 

What mountains and rivers are there? Where is the capital city and what is it like? 

What are the main industries of this country? 

What can tourists see and do here? 

What is the climate like? What is the weather like throughout the year? 
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By _____________________
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________________________________________

________________________________________
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LANDSCAPE
________________________________________

________________________________________
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POPULATION
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CLIMATE
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CULTURE
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RELIGION

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

INDUSTRY

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________
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________________________________________
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MAJOR CITIES
________________________________________
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Create an information poster about
BRAZIL

You can include any information you like about Brazil but 
you must include at least five of the areas listed below: 

Location Landscape Climate Mountains

Rivers Religion Population Industry

Culture Healthcare Settlements Capital city

You can present 
information as 

descriptions, lists, graphs, 
charts, pictures, diagrams 

or any other way you 
feel appropriate. 

Create an information poster about
VENEZUELA

You can include any information you like about Venezuela 
but you must include at least five of the areas listed below: 

Location Landscape Climate Mountains

Rivers Religion Population Industry

Culture Healthcare Settlements Capital city

You can present 
information as 

descriptions, lists, graphs, 
charts, pictures, diagrams 

or any other way you 
feel appropriate. 

Create an information poster about
BOLIVIA

You can include any information you like about Bolivia but 
you must include at least five of the areas listed below: 

Location Landscape Climate Mountains

Rivers Religion Population Industry

Culture Healthcare Settlements Capital city

You can present 
information as 

descriptions, lists, graphs, 
charts, pictures, diagrams 

or any other way you 
feel appropriate. 

Create an information poster about
PERU

You can include any information you like about Peru but 
you must include at least five of the areas listed below: 

Location Landscape Climate Mountains

Rivers Religion Population Industry

Culture Healthcare Settlements Capital city

You can present 
information as 

descriptions, lists, graphs, 
charts, pictures, diagrams 

or any other way you 
feel appropriate. 
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Create an information poster about
COLOMBIA

You can include any information you like about Colombia 
but you must include at least five of the areas listed below: 

Location Landscape Climate Mountains

Rivers Religion Population Industry

Culture Healthcare Settlements Capital city

You can present 
information as 

descriptions, lists, graphs, 
charts, pictures, diagrams 

or any other way you 
feel appropriate. 

Create an information poster about
PARAGUAY

You can include any information you like about Paraguay 
but you must include at least five of the areas listed below: 

Location Landscape Climate Mountains

Rivers Religion Population Industry

Culture Healthcare Settlements Capital city

You can present 
information as 

descriptions, lists, graphs, 
charts, pictures, diagrams 

or any other way you 
feel appropriate. 

Create an information poster about
ARGENTINA

You can include any information you like about Argentina 
but you must include at least five of the areas listed below: 

Location Landscape Climate Mountains

Rivers Religion Population Industry

Culture Healthcare Settlements Capital city

You can present 
information as 

descriptions, lists, graphs, 
charts, pictures, diagrams 

or any other way you 
feel appropriate. 

Create an information poster about
CHILE

You can include any information you like about Chile but 
you must include at least five of the areas listed below: 

Location Landscape Climate Mountains

Rivers Religion Population Industry

Culture Healthcare Settlements Capital city

You can present 
information as 

descriptions, lists, graphs, 
charts, pictures, diagrams 

or any other way you 
feel appropriate. 
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Create an information poster about
GUYANA

You can include any information you like about Guyana 
but you must include at least five of the areas listed below: 

Location Landscape Climate Mountains

Rivers Religion Population Industry

Culture Healthcare Settlements Capital city

You can present 
information as 

descriptions, lists, graphs, 
charts, pictures, diagrams 

or any other way you 
feel appropriate. 

Create an information poster about
SURINAME

You can include any information you like about Suriname 
but you must include at least five of the areas listed below: 

Location Landscape Climate Mountains

Rivers Religion Population Industry

Culture Healthcare Settlements Capital city

You can present 
information as 

descriptions, lists, graphs, 
charts, pictures, diagrams 

or any other way you 
feel appropriate. 

Create an information poster about
URUGUAY

You can include any information you like about Uruguay 
but you must include at least five of the areas listed below: 

Location Landscape Climate Mountains

Rivers Religion Population Industry

Culture Healthcare Settlements Capital city

You can present 
information as 

descriptions, lists, graphs, 
charts, pictures, diagrams 

or any other way you 
feel appropriate. 

Create an information poster about
ECUADOR

You can include any information you like about Ecuador 
but you must include at least five of the areas listed below: 

Location Landscape Climate Mountains

Rivers Religion Population Industry

Culture Healthcare Settlements Capital city

You can present 
information as 

descriptions, lists, graphs, 
charts, pictures, diagrams 

or any other way you 
feel appropriate. 


